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Are you dehydrated ? The Stirwand can be the solution !

In 1988, Peter Agre discovered small protein channels in cells, called aquaporin channels.
He found that the only way water gets into a cell is through these water channels, and that

the channels are so small, the only way they get through is “1 molecule at a time.”
In 2003 he shared receiving the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for this discovery.

Thus, Peter Agre has discovered the problem with Most of Today’s drinking water.
In order to be processed into bottled water, or when it goes through our plumbing system, water has

been compromised, so much, that Water is now a far cry from its original nature and optimal chemistry.

This water cannot get into our cells !  That is why approximately 94% of us are dehydrated !
It is a good thing to drink Pure and energetic water - We call this the masculine principle of water.

But most of the water we create using water purifiers, etc., still  lacks the ability to get into our cells.

Hydration could be called the washing of water in and out of the cell, carrying waste products away.
We call this (hydration) the feminine principle of water: The ability of water to be utilized by your cells

The Stir wand returns Water to its natural state !  (What mountain rock does to mountain water)
Substantial testing has proven that the Quantum Age Stir Wand balances the chemistry in virtually any
 water.  It produces a negative Charge (ORP) in good water, and has been proven to not only increase

the hydration of water, but also helps oxygenate the blood & detoxify the body’s cells.

Stir-wanded Water is becoming a national phenenon in health circles !
Take the After & Before test at our OUTSIDE Door Booth

You can then Experience Hydrated water, and  “Feel” the difference !
This water will Feel  smoother, softer, creamier, richer, silkier, fluffier, fuller

Ozonated Olive Oil has the ability to Neutralize harmful Pathogens,
Bacteria, Viruses, Fungus and Chemicals, etc.

Olive Gold 03 is a perfect proprietary blend of Ozonated olive oil, with super-charged vitamins
(A, B’s, C, D, & E), 72 minerals, alpha-lipoic acid, Exotic Botanical Essence and fragrance.

Olive Gold 03 (Ozonated Olive Oil + )
 SUPER OXYGEN FOR BODY & MIND

Ask to try some at our Booth # Outside door !
It is hard to believe all of the testimonials we have read !

check out our website for 4 pages + of amazing testimials.

  Use as a massage oil.  A little bit goes a very long way

Animals love it, too !  Use it in a liver or gallbladder flush !
Great on lungs.  Sell it to your clients !
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